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The murder of Johann Joachim Winckelmann, for many the ‘founder of archaeo-
logy’, in 1768 in a Trieste inn, did not mean the end for his work, which could
be said to have been the key to understanding ancient Greece, which Europe
was re-discovering at the time. In the late Enlightenment, Neoclassicism, followed
by Romanticism, elevated classical, Hellenistic and Roman antiquity, and archa-
eological research, to the centre of academic quests, while the inclusion of archa-
eological sites in the era’s Grand Tours fed into a belief in the ‘Regeneration’/
‘Wiedergeburt’ of Greece. TheModern Greek Enlightenment flourished during this
same period, the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, with a concomi-
tant classicizing turn. Ancient Greek texts were republished by Greek scholars,
especially in the European centres of the Greek diaspora. An admiration for
antiquity was intertwined into the Neohellenic national identity, and the first
rulers of the free Greek State undertook to take care of the nation’s archaeological
monuments. In 1837, under ‘Bavarian rule’, the first Greek University and the
‘Archaeological Society of Greece in Athens’ were set up. Archaeologists flocked
to Greece and those parts of the ancient Greek world that were still part of the
Ottoman Empire. The showcasing of classical monuments, at the expense of the
Byzantine past, would remain the rule until the latter half of the nineteenth century.
Modern Greek national identity was primarily underpinned by admiration for
antiquity, which was viewed as a source of modern Hellenism, and for ‘enlightened,
savant, good-governed Europe’. Today, the ‘new archaeology’ is striving to call these
foundations into question.

In this article, I thought I could combine my studies in archaeology – and my love of
it – with my research on the Modern Greek Enlightenment era (end of the eighteenth
century and beginning of the nineteenth century) and on the formation of the first
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Nation-State in Southeastern Europe in the aftermath of the Greek Revolution
(1821). The subject was already a widely discussed one in the nineteenth century,
as a consequence of classicism and romanticism. Its recent revival in a debate among
archaeologists and historians can be explained because of the rethinking of nation-
alism, of postmodern trends and of constructivist ideas both within the framework of
postcolonial studies and beyond (Díaz-Andreu and Champion 1996; Damaskos and
Plantzos 2008; Voutsaki and Cartledge 2017). The stereotypes (Focus 2010, 2011;
Dettmer et al. 2013) peddled by European mass and social media as well as politi-
cians during the recent and critical Greek economic crisis attest to deep-rooted
perceptions about the relationship between the ancient Hellenic past and the estab-
lishment of the Modern Greek State. Perceptions about the continuity and disconti-
nuity of Greek and other European histories and civilizations, and also of belonging
or not to the European family emerged in a new and, unfortunately, polemic perspec-
tive. The role of Archaeology as a handmaiden in the re-emergence of recent nation-
alisms, particularly in Southeastern Europe, is still worrying, as is the fact that its
testimonial evidence is often not used in a scientific way.

I shall begin my article in a slightly ‘unorthodox’ fashion. In the year 1976,
I travelled to Trieste to conduct research in its archives and libraries for my doctoral
dissertation about the presence of the flourishing Greek commercial community/
colony in this erstwhile free Habsburg port (Katsiardi-Hering 2018). Some days after
my arrival, I visited one of the central local museums and I stood in front of the
cenotaph (Museo d’Antichità 2015) of the great German archaeologist Johann
Joachim Winckelmann. In June 1768, on his way to the Greek lands, then under
Ottoman rule, Winckelmann spent a night at the Locanda Grande (Quitrieste
2012) in the centre of the town, where he was, unfortunately, murdered. The details
of the event are somewhat murky. But what is crystal-clear, however, is his thorough
work on the ancient Greek monuments had an enormous influence on the then
nascent university discipline of Archaeology (Leppmann 1986). In one of his writings
he said: ‘There is but one way for the moderns to become great, even inimitable; I
mean, by imitating the Greeks’ (Fatsea 2017). Some 30 years later, in the year 1797
and in the same Locanda grande, the Greek visionary revolutionist Rigas Velestinlis
was arrested after having been betrayed by a Greek merchant in Trieste to the local
Habsburg police (Katsiardi-Hering 1999, 59–81). In the Greek printing house in
Vienna – where two important Greek commercial communities flourished
(Seirinidou 2010)– this great intellectual of the Enlightenment era had secretly pub-
lished many books, including a Constitution of the ‘Hellenic Republic’ (imitating the
French Constitution of 1793), Man’s Rights, the Greek Marseillaise (Thourios), etc.
He had sent these texts clandestinely to Trieste with a view to distributing them in the
Greek lands after landing on the Ionian Islands, where Bonaparte – with whom he
was probably in secret communication – that same year, 1797 and after the fall of
Venice, had landed in Corfu as liberator and conqueror. Rigas’ goal was to provoke
a revolution for the liberation of all Balkan peoples, but particularly the Greeks.
Among the rest of his publications were: an Engraving of Alexander the Great,
and the 12-leafMap of Greece (H Xáρτα της Eλλáδoς) (Rigas 1998) which extended
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as far as the Danube, in accordance with his vision of the ‘Hellenic Republic’ and its
constitution, which referred to all Southeastern European peoples and not only to the
Greeks (Kitromilides 2013). For the most part, the Map uses the ancient Greek place
names. The margins of the map feature Greek and Hellenistic coins, as well as
archaeological details relating to celebrated ancient Greek historical sites. Rigas also
published a Greek translation of Jean-Jacques Barthélémy’s Le Voyage du jeune
Anacharsis en Grèce, dans le milieu du quatrième siècle avant l'ère vulgaire (Tolias
2005, 67–91). This can be seen as the ‘manifesto of the movement [at the end of
the eighteenth century] which proclaimed a regeneration of the Greek antiquity’
(Tolias 2012, 86). After a long interrogation by the Habsburg authorities, Rigas
was delivered to the Ottomans in Belgrade. The following year (1798) he was assas-
sinated in the Neboisa castle on the Danube (Nebojsa Tower 2014). National and
revolutionary activities were neither allowed nor even tolerated in multi-ethnic
empires.

The death of Rigas did not rein in Greek revolutionary plans and visions of libera-
tion from the Ottomans and the founding of a Greek nation state (Katsiardi-Hering
1989, 87–118; 2009, 96–137). Similarly, the death of Winckelmann did not stem
European interest in ancient Greek and Roman antiquities. In the context of the
Grand Tour, but also in the framework of the growing classicist trend in Europe
(Kouria 2016), many travellers or representatives of western European authorities
and academies travelled to the lands inhabited by Greeks and other Southeastern
European peoples, who were still under the rule of the Ottoman Empire, Venice
or England. These trips were motivated by academic and other reasons, but also
by ‘marble fever’. Since the Renaissance, Greece was considered ‘as the cradle of
Philosophy, of the Arts’ (Tolias 2012, 87), and of the political thought of Europe.
Behind this ‘fever of marbles’ one can truly discern the crypto-colonial behaviour
(Tolias 2011, 88) of Western Europeans, particularly at the end of the eighteenth
century and the beginning of the nineteenth century. Some of these travellers even
had, as a mission, to bring back as many fragments of the antiquities as they could
find, for the enrichment of the newly established, national museums in the capital cities
of Europe, worthy successors of the private collections of the Renaissance and post-
Renaissance (Chatzidimitriou 2012, 33–78). One should view the transport of Greek
antiquities by ambassadors and consuls in the Ottoman Empire, such as Choiseul-
Gouffier or Fauvel (Eldem 2011, 287–288), to the Louvre and elsewhere in this light
(Halbertsma 2003). The best-known example, of course, is the removal of the so-called
‘Elgin marbles’, now in the British Museum, from the Parthenon (Matthaiou and
Chatzidimitriou 2012). This has often been considered sheer ‘plunder’ (Tolias 2008,
55–56). Alternatively, it has also been seen as an effort to protect them from the neglect
of the Ottomans and the locals: a genuine orientalist argument! The fevered debate
of the past decades (King 2006; Wikipedia 2017) over the possible restitution of
these marbles to the new Acropolis Museum in Athens has shed light on the strong
connection between Archaeology and History and the role both play in the formation
of national or supra-national European identities. Issues that have featured in the
heated discussion include the question of to whom these artefacts ‘belong’: the land
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where they were produced centuries ago, the modern Greek nation state, or humanity
at large?

At this point, we have to think about the time when perceptions or concepts such
as ‘cultural or natural heritage’, or even ‘protection of the natural/economic/cultural
environment’ were totally unknown (Smith 2004; Papadia-Lala 2015, 361–370;
Matthaiou 2012, 15–32; Voudouri 2015, 293–306). The imperial (Ottoman or even
Venetian) authorities took a very different approach to the antiquities in the lands
under their jurisdiction. These antiquities often belonged to civilizations towards
which some of these authorities maintained a ‘blissful indifference’ (Eldem 2011).
The unfortunate bombardment of the Acropolis by the Venetians during the
Ottoman–Venetian war of 1685–1687 is a well-known example (Stouraiti 2001;
Chatsiaslani 2016). It is interesting to compare this attitude with the strict warnings
by the British Ambassador, Sir Stratford Canning, to the Ottoman authorities during
the siege of the Acropolis in 1826: the Ottoman commander-in-chief, Mehmed Reşid
Pasha, was to avoid destroying the Parthenon and its surrounding antiquities ‘as
they have been made with the greatest skill and art in the science of building and
construction, they have truly become examples to the entire world’ (Eldem 2011,
297–301). After this the Ottomans slowly began to change their stance towards
the Classical, Hellenistic, and Roman antiquities on their soil, an attitude followed
later in the nineteenth century by their giving permission for official excavations by
Germans and Austrians in Troy and Ephesus in the western part of Asia Minor
(Uslu 2017). The classicist trend and, because of it, Philhellenism changed
European attitudes: the Parthenon was a foundational part of European civilization
and had to be saved! So, is archaeology a national or an ‘inter-national’ discipline
(Mazower 2008, 35), and ‘Why have the Parthenon sculptures retained their
paradigmatic character, their appeal as the peak of ancient Greek and human
achievement in our post-modern era?’ (Voutsaki 2017, 1) Can Archaeology lead
to nationalism or to supra-nationalism and to supra-regional identities? Apart from
these political or ideological questions Archaeology, like History, is a discipline
with a specific scientific methodology, and as such warrants our consideration
and respect.

To the triple division of archaeology proposed by Bruce Trigger into nationalist,
colonialist, and imperialist archaeology (Trigger 1984, 355–370), Yannis Hamilakis
(2008, 273–284) has added ‘indigenous archaeology’, which combines a sentimental
attitude on the part of local people towards an antiquity or ancient monument in
their environment during the pre-nationalist era and their empirical knowledge of
it. It is often maintained that it was the Western Europeans who discovered ancient
Greek culture: they made the first excavations, also during the Ottoman era, and it
was thanks to them that the classical age of Ancient Greece became known to the
Greek people, who, according to many Europeans, at the time were ignorant,
illiterate, etc. However, while the impact of the classicist movement on the formation
of modern Greek national identity is partly true, it is also very simplistic, as it fails to
take into account the vast body of historical material concerning how aware Greek
intellectuals during the Byzantine and post-Byzantine eras were of Antiquity. In
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Greek schools, both in the Ottoman Empire and in the Greek diaspora, pupils were
taught ‘Hellenic Archaeology’ [Aρχαιoλoγíα Eλληνική]. Books on archaeology,
which is to say ‘ancient history’, or compilations about Hellenic antiquities
[αρχαιóτητες ελληνικές] had been published since the eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries (Katsiardi-Hering et al. 2018, 302; Ladas and Chatzidimos 1973; Ilioú
1997). This was not archaeology as a scientific discipline, but it addressed the need
for antiquity, and Greek ancient history in particular, to be taught.

Under the influence of Benedict Anderson’s Imagined communities and of the
linguistic turn, postmodernist approaches led to a more or less constructivist theory
of the establishment of Greek (among others) national identity. This is really a huge
discussion and this article is not the place to discuss it at length – I have done so
elsewhere (Katsiardi-Hering 2019). What I would simply like to note is that most
of the authors who take up this constructivist line generally base their views on sec-
ondary literature, especially from the end of the eighteenth and early nineteenth cen-
turies. It is here that I locate a weakness in the argument. Because of the scope
of this article, I restrict my argumentation to the historical era after the fifteenth cen-
tury. A great number of Greek intellectuals during the dialogue between the Catholic
and Orthodox churches in the fifteenth century (Harris 1995) and after the fall of
Constantinople to the Ottomans in 1453 migrated to the West. Of course, many
of them were attracted by the intellectual awakening of the Renaissance. The
Greeks in the Levant at the time were divided under Ottoman and Venetian rule.
Greek intellectuals established printing houses and schools in Venice, Vienna,
Budapest, Iasi, etc. and studied and taught at European universities (Staikos and
Sklavenitis 2001). Thus the route connecting East and West via education was kept
open throughout the period, providing a genuine bridge for dialogue, either real or
imaginary (Heppner and Katsiardi-Hering 1998). Taking all this into consideration,
we can trace an almost uninterrupted communication with the West and what was
thought of as ‘Europe’ at the time. At the same time, according to the historical sour-
ces available since the thirteenth century, there was a belief among Greek scholars
that they were descended from the ancient Greeks or had a lot in common with their
culture (Katsiardi-Hering et al. 2018). This attitude grew stronger in the
Enlightenment era, when the Greek commercial as well as intellectual diaspora con-
stituted a presence in several European cities (Bibliography of the Greek Diaspora
2016). We can identify a real or imaginary dialogue with the Europeans with the
desire to belong to the ‘wise’, ‘Christian’, ‘well-governed’ Europe and to work to-
wards this goal (Katsiardi-Hering 2005, 237–252). Europe was the measure of com-
parison, the lighthouse, the mirror. It is not surprising, then, that through this
dialogue and because of changing cultural trends in Europe in the late eighteenth
and early nineteenth centuries, an osmosis took place in Europe and among the
Greeks in the Levant, which supported the Greeks in their war for independence.

The idea of the ‘revival’, ‘la régénération’ (Pouqueville 1824), ‘die Wiedergeburt’
(Krug 1821), of Greece came as a consequence of this dialogue and was one of the
central cultural visions among European classicists. The interest in the Greek War
of Independence provoked or strengthened Philhellenism. The founding of cultural
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societies in 1813 in Athens and in 1814 in Vienna under the name ‘Φιλóμoυσoς
εταιρεíα’ (the Society of the Friends of the Muses) (Tolias 2012, 96–97), whose
aim was to provide Hellenic education but with an interest in antiquities, as well
as the writings of the great intellectual Adamantios Korais in Paris and of other
scholars prove that among Greek communities everywhere there as an interest in
the protection of ancient statues and monuments. The revolutionary governments
during the Greek Revolution issued a number of laws (Voudouri 2008, 125–139)
safeguarding antiquities, arranging for their collection in schools and museums,
and prohibiting their sale to foreign travellers.

The Bavarians that formed the first government around the young King Otto
(1833–1843) laid the foundations for the protection of antiquities, establishing
the first Archaeological Society in Athens (Petrakos 1987). But it would be an
exaggeration to credit only them with the establishment of archaeology in
Greece. Archaeology, as a genuine discipline concerned with classical and roman
antiquity, was taught at the first Greek university established in Athens in 1837
(Karamanolakis 2008, 185–196), and was held in high esteem by every government
in Greece, and not only by the Bavarians. Greece was also the first state that ruled
that foreign archaeological societies should leave the findings of their excavations in
the country itself. Finally, Archaeology has been held in high esteem in Greece until
today and very often features in current governmental policy (Association of Greek
Archaeologists 2002; Garoufalis and Konstantinidi-Syvridi 2002).

Nationalism, as an ideology that led to the formation of the European nation
states in the nineteenth century, relied (amongst other things) on Herderian theory.
One of the cornerstones of nationalistic theory was the search for roots in the most
ancient past of the civilization and history concerned. The first nation state founded
in Southeastern Europe was Modern Greece in the wake of the Greek Revolution.
Given that many Bulgarian and Albanian intellectuals studied in Greece and that
Greek education was present in their lands, I dare argue that Greece functioned
as a ‘paradigm’ for most of the nationalisms in the region. Archaeology became
one of the cornerstones of the formation of a people’s national identity, along with
religion, language, geography and traditions. It is not oxymoronic that the
Bulgarians should have propounded inter alia the Thracian archaeological past
and the continuity of Thracian archaeological and historical presence in their capital
city, Sofia (Dikov 2016). In Albanian nationalism, and supported by the Roman
Catholic Church, the ‘Illyrian’ past figured centrally. Romanians (Grumeza 2009;
Curry 2015), who formed their nation state in the nineteenth century, looked to their
Roman past, and above all to Dacian civilization, which they propounded as a ‘great
Romania’ and the territorial basis of their new state. A more recent example is the
so-called ‘project Skopje 2014’ in the FYROM (Wikipedia 2018; Skopje 2018). This
constitutes a newly formed nationalism, an apogee of constructivism, an effort to
find roots in the ancient past and an effort to dismiss the prevailing/dominant
Slavic presence in the country.

Archaeology, traditionally part of the humanities, today leans more and more
towards the natural and technical sciences, with electronic space mapping,
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environmental studies, with the study of how flora have evolved down the centuries,
and the study of human evolution and movement. Archaeology is now tending to-
wards Biology, Biogenetics, DNA analysis, etc., which are useful for the study of the
evolution of mankind, of its diseases, the causes of the demise of huge populations,
human movements, etc. But we have to be careful how we use, for instance,
DNA analysis and the conclusions that may be drawn from it, given that their
non-scientific abuse could well return us to the awful racial nationalisms of the past
or to attempts of unhistorical explanations of the past and present.

Archaeological excavations, the study of monuments and the evolution of archi-
tectural and material culture can prove, and have proved, that Europe has undergone
migrations of many peoples throughout the centuries and such migrations are still
continuing. European civilization and European peoples have known continuities,
discontinuities, mixtures of populations, and cultural transfers, and continue to
do so. The science of history, based on reliable historical sources and their scientific
elaboration, can contribute to a better understanding of a common historical past
and to respect for the differences between regions and local or ethnic cultures, away
from aggressive nationalism and historical distortions, as well as from mythical
reductions or reconstructions of the past.
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